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VICE CHANCELLOR’S
MESSAGE
Prof. Dr. Jameel-Un Nabi

An educational institute does not fulﬁl its obligations in
the true sense unless it discerns the worth of cocurricular and extra-curricular activities. As a matter of
fact, the task of an educational institute is to sharpen
students' minds for solving problems when they arise in
different walks of life. Events and activities that are
organized outside the sphere of regular classes kindle
the yearnings of youth to satisfy not only their minds but
also to replenish their souls. They learn new skills of
managing themselves in teamwork and thus their minds
start roaming freely on the path of learning. As an
educationist, I am highly in favour of the amalgamation of
academics and non-academics in order to groom a
student into a poised individual.
I appreciate the efforts of the faculty in coping diligently
with the challenges thrown by the pandemic in restricting
close student-teacher interaction and shifting to virtual
system of imparting education. It is also commendable
that MDC managed to publish ﬁfth issue of this
magazine. No doubt, a college magazine is not just a
customary record but it is a means of reﬂecting the inner
growth of students. It provides a forum to display their
writing skills and creativity in various ﬁelds. I am glad to
see students of this college showing remarkable
progress both in academics and in co-curricular ﬁelds.
I extend my heartfelt felicitations to the Principal, faculty
and students and wish them the very best in their
creative efforts.
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PRINCIPAL’S
MESSAGE
Ms. Aneela Tabassum
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MDC is doing its best to inspire and empower young girls
by equipping them with education and grooming their
minds. We aspire to make them life-long learners, critical
thinkers and industrious members of modern society.
Our college attempts to sensitize its students to the
diverse demands of the global society. We do not believe
in imparting formal education. Our faith is to educate and
teach the doctrines of truthfulness, resilience and
acceptance of discrete differences among individuals.
As far as this magazine is concerned, it aims at
encouraging the teachers and students, both of past and
present to showcase their creative abilities. I appreciate
the valuable contribution of the editorial board in the
publication of this magazine.

EDITORIAL

Editorial
Board

Live to the fullest, Love to the fullest, Express from your heart

PATRON
Ms. Aneela Tabassum
CHIEF EDITOR
Ms. Lubna Naveed
EDITOR
Ms. Asma Ghulam
PROOF READER
Ms. Hilal Rana
Ms. Nadia Saeed
DESIGNER
Mr. Muhammad Rizwan

Of all the things we wear, our expression is the most noticeable. With pride
and great pleasure, we present before you the ﬁfth dynamic piece of selfexpression. We have unveiled creativity, freedom and enthusiasm in our
magazine which is an amalgamation of the year-long work of talented
youngsters along with the blending of unique taste from every member of
the college hierarchy who has contributed to this magazine.
It is an honour for me to record my impressions for the 'Mashal Chronicles'.
This college magazine is, in fact, a collection of creative writing of the
talented and vibrant bunch of students along with efforts of their teachers.
It is a proof of their hard work, sincerity, and commitment to their high
ideals of life.
It is well understood now that education is not limited to mastering
syllabus books and passing exams; it is the most powerful weapon which
you can choose to change the world. Moreover, our country is looking
forward to a change for the better. All the dreams of students can come
true only by taking education as their ﬁrst and foremost preference in the
list of priorities. It is the nation of educated people who can take a country
to the heights. Training not merely makes a person earn a degree for
livelihood but also focuses on the development of an individual's
personality and shape him/her into a useful citizen for the society in
particular and humanity in general.
It is with the education that they learn to comprehend what Allah Almighty
conveyed through His messenger, Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH). Education
is the light that enlightens a mind, and a spirit once enlightened cannot
become dark again. The acquisition of knowledge, both worldly and
religious, is meant to purify our celestial and physical entity. The golden
principles of “Unity, Faith, and Discipline", as chalked out by the father of
our nation, Muhammad Ali Jinnah are the real torch-bearers to lead us on
the right path. "Mashal" is genuinely a torch that is serving to enlighten the
path to be walked by all of our students. Moreover, I am sure that our
students will never let it extinguish.
The editorial board has tried to select interesting and useful content to
publish. There are thought-provoking essays, catchy stories and a bunch
of amazing poems. I hope people will enjoy reading it as much as we
enjoyed presenting it to you. Lastly, I invite suggestions and feedback from
our readers in order to improve the quality of our magazine.
Happy reading!
Editor
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MS. AMNA SIDDIQUE
Chemistry Deptt.

THE REALITY OF THE
CROWN OF CREATIONS

Let us take a look at this world, so beautiful, so fascinating and full of luxuries, top of the range
cars, beautiful women, great landmarks, state of the art stadiums, bungalows, mansions,
casinos, nightclubs, pubs, cinemas, theme parks and stuff like this. Is this life? Will these
luxuries last forever? Will they not perish? Is this not true that this world will one day come to
an end? What is the reality of living souls? We are not immortals but temporary living beings.
But we consider ourselves kings of our lives and destinies. We try to rule the area of our own
concerns. We think of ourselves as owner of this world. Allah has created human beings as His
vicegerents on earth and we are entitled to use the blessings of the world for our own beneﬁts,
but only with responsibility. While travelling to destinations, a traveller goes through many
paths but destination should always be the focus of our lives. We need not forget that Allah
Almighty has bestowed a self self-transcending nature to humans that enables them to
critically evaluate themselves and ﬁnd meaning in their existence. Allah has also sent His
guidance in the form of prophets. Through His guidance, humans can raise themselves to the
level of angels or they can plunge to the level of the lowest. The choice is theirs.

“We created man in the best design.”
The Quran 95:4
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ESHA GHOUS
2nd Year

TRAINING OF
MORALS

Claiborne Pell says that: "The strength of the United States is not the gold at Fort Knox or the
weapons of mass destruction that they have, but the sum total of the education and the
character of USA people. One of the fundamental goals of education should be the growth of
character and personality. According to Herbert Spencer, "Education has for its object the
formation of character." The function of the educational institutions is not only to develop the
people physically, mentally, psychologically, socially and spiritually, but also to improve and
promote the economic, social, political and cultural life of the nation. Until now, the role of
secondary and college education in Pakistan has been simply the preparation for tertiary
education. It is a fact that there is a close link between education and moral development. In
Pakistan, after more than six decades, the moral development of students still needs
attention. It is essential that students should be independent in thoughts and judgments
which would widen their approach towards life, and they will be able to comprehend moral
values and accommodate hostile ideas and opinions. The purpose of education should be to
make students take an interest in their environment and to make efforts to bring
improvements for introducing novelty in different spheres of life. Individual and group
activities should be encouraged to build a strong and stable society. Education should be
planned to generate competent individuals to ascertain their combined interests as a nation.
The mission of Islam is to produce in man 'a strong character'. To attain this objective, Islam
emphasized on puriﬁcation of the soul which is the basic energy for all human actions. So,
every act of worship in Islam is designed to play a role in the process of soul puriﬁcation and
ultimately putting a man on the path of righteousness. For example, virtues such as
cleanliness, God fearing attitude, punctuality, humility and avoidance of any form of
indecency can be derived from Salah. Kindness and sense of sharing can be derived from
fasting. Endurance and humbleness are learned from Hajj. Helping the brethren in faith is
learned from Zakat. Other virtues like courtesy, goodness to parents, respect for the
constituted authorities, the right attitude to work and respect for the dignity of labour rather
than being indolent are lessons that are directly learnt or derived from the acts of worship.
Moreover, what makes character training effective in Islam is the use of method of derivation;
derivation regarding gaining virtues by doing, i.e., getting involved in acts of worship. In a
situation in which man's lifestyle is characterized by courtesy and decorum, there will be no
need for a classroom subject called “Moral Instruction” because man will not exhibit any
abnormal behavior to be corrected.
In Pakistan, the quality of education is declining in spite of the fact that the present
government has initiated drastic measures for uplifting the quality and quantity of education.
Quality of teachers especially at primary level is still questionable. It is evident that without
teacher's transformation, we cannot transform the education system for improving the quality
of education. In this regard, a series of educational reforms in the ﬁeld of Teacher Education
was introduced in the public sector, but their vision seems to be narrow, hence, they failed to
make any substantial impact on the teaching process. In short the education system of
Pakistan has still to evolve in future.
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ALEEZA SHAHZAD
2nd Year

EDUCATION FOR GIRLS
IS NECESSARY

Women are meant for managing household chores not for building houses. This is what most
of the people think that in the Pakistani society, even in this century when the women are
working at challenging posts like Speaker of the Assembly, President of the Bar Council etc.
But these are the few who do not constitute the majority of the population. Most people still
take female education as wastage of money. We often hear them saying that we don't want to
educate our daughters because education is not essential for them. For such people, the
meaning of education is to get a job. They don't understand that education not only is a
pathway to good jobs, but it also helps in the development and enlightenment of the brain.
These people should know that education is important for both because where a man earns to
bring up one family, a woman is supposed to bring up the society.
Many people think that instead of spending money on girls' education it is better to save it for
their dowry as good dowry will bring honour and love for them among their in-laws. In this way,
the importance of endowment wins against the importance of education. Another group of
people though understands the importance of education but they consider women as
incapable enough for jobs. According to them, the suitable professions for girls are medicine
and teaching. In their opinion, these professions are respectable and acceptable by the
society, otherwise, women from other ﬁelds are considered to be women of bad character
who can easily mingle with males, enjoy their company more and pay less attention to homes.
Another important reason is that they consider these jobs as male-oriented and they do not
accept a female in that position. Another stereotype which is linked with women is that they
leave their jobs after getting married. It does not mean that the girls do not take their jobs
seriously, but their in-laws and husbands are responsible for this. They overburden the women
with so much work and responsibilities that ﬁnally women have to quit their professional
career.
Some people deter the importance of professional work for the women in the name of Islam,
these people, of course, ignore the example of Hazrat Khadija (R.A) who ran a huge business.
Though Islam gives women all rights regardless of any discrimination but still in Pakistani
society, they are not enjoying their rights. Women are often treated indifferently in the name of
tradition. Somerset Maugham was true in saying, "Tradition is a guide and not a jailer".
Perhaps we all are forgetting this main point and this is the tragedy of our nation.

An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.
Benjamin Franklin
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MALAIKA EJAZ
1st Year

LIFE BEFORE AND
AFTER CORONA VIRUS

Decades ago, on the planet earth, everything was going on normally whether it was business
or daily life of individuals. Tourism was much in demand without any restriction. Folks were
living their lives freely that had a positive impact on the economy of the country and all other
aspects as well. Then, on December 2019, a creepy virus caused turmoil in the whole world.
Initially, it was known to cause ordinary ﬂu, fever and cough. Doctors treated it as a viral
infection. But, after a few days, thousands of cases up surged leading to one of the worst
pandemic of our times. Its symptoms included dry cough, fever, ﬂu, and shortening of breath.
The ﬁrst case was reported in Wuhan, China. Soon, its hike started and it spread like a wildﬁre
in the whole world. Basically, scientists and doctors treated it as ordinary virus and did not
have an idea that it was a contagious disease. In February and March 2020, millions of cases
were reported from all over the world. Thousands of people lost their lives. Similarity among
these cases was that they had the same virus in their bodies. This virus left the whole world
perplexed. It also exerted a deep impact on paramedical staff who had to prepare themselves
to deal with the crisis without rest.
The COVID Pandemic changed our lives in a way comparable to the most traumatic events in
history such as World War I. With millions of people affected and infected around the world
and thousands of deaths, there is still a great uncertainty about the actual evolution of crisis as
well as on the possible post-crisis scenario which depend on a number of factors. Despite the
optimism enforced by positive results of vaccine, there is still a predominant feeling of
uncertainty about its usefulness. From a more philosophical perspective, COVID-19 a kind of
stress tour for our global system and an opportunity to reconsider some aspects
underpinning it as well as its sustainability.
The only way to save oneself from the deadly virus is quarantine, social distancing and
following a few SOPs like wearing masks, using sanitizers etc. In the beginning, people were
so oblivious that they did not take it seriously which resulted in the surging of cases. The
pandemic has disturbed the daily life. Countries have closed their borders, lockdown has
been observed, ﬂights have been scheduled and most importantly daily activities marked a
full stop.
For its treatment, many vaccines for the patients like Pﬁzer (BioTec), Cansino, Corono Vac and
Astra Zeneca are made available in market. But, the proper treatment remains unknown uptil
now. These vaccines are 80-90 percent effective, and UNESCO and UN, scientists and
doctors are working day and night to make vaccines 100 percent effective.
The lockdown, on the other hand, has caused many diseases like anxiety, depression and
some physical illnesses among masses. There are also pros and cons of lockdown. The
advantage is that it makes us close to our loved ones, discover our hidden talents. The
negative inﬂuence is that, it has affected and still affecting many businesses, communities,
and developing countries.
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New Zealand is the ﬁrst in the whole world that surprised the world by clearing the country of
pandemic. They made it possible by lockdowns, banning ﬂights etc. Now, New Zealand is free
from COVID-19. In Pakistan, the cases were surging but with lockdowns they were brought in
control. But, if the people keep on neglecting, it would result in conditions similar to that of
India.
The COVID-19 has some serious and dominating issues on the minds of people. It has
resulted in many psychological disorders like thantophobia, social anxiety and lack of
conﬁdence. Many people lost their loved ones and this situation has traumatized them. The
pandemic has a long-term impact. If a person becomes infected with the virus, he needs a
period of eight months to revive. But the effects of the period persist for a long time.
We are hopeful that this virus will be effectively tackled and soon the world will enjoy the same
life which is disturbed for a while. And we as a Muslim Ummah believe that,
“Allah does not burden a soul more than it can bear.” (2:286)

Corona-An Acrostic Poem
Cough, fever, head ache, shortness of breath
Outbreak of pandemic shook all on earth
Risk of infection haunts every mind
Outdoor life has been redened
None should refuse the vaccine dose
Antibodies can serve our nal hope
LARAIB BASHARAT, 2nd Year
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AISHA MEHREEN
2nd Year

ENOUGH IS
ENOUGH

How truthful are we? The truth is that we are dishonest, corrupt, fraud, liars, devoid of
conscience and callous as well. We cannot deny this fact that all these ﬂaws are embedded
inside us, and we feel proud of them rather than being ashamed. The truth is that we are no
longer willing to acknowledge this fact and feel satisﬁed like everybody else. Nobody
appreciates a right and straightforward person. The point is that I consider the dishonest
rulers, elites, ignorant scholars and ignorant teachers responsible for all these vices. The truth
is that the rulers have less capital to pay salaries to people. The fact is that we are soon to face
the water crisis in our country. The matter of concern is that the poor will starve quickly.
It is our tragedy that shamelessness has become a symbol of broad-mindedness. These are
the omens of civil war where the rich sway and the humble suffer, where politicians become
tyrants, doctors become dacoits, the police show cruelty and jails have become a factory of
producing dangerous criminals, where everyone knows how to humiliate others but does not
have courage for uplifting anyone.
Let God be the saviour of this country. When our children are fed with black money, will they
become Imam of a masjid? When justice will be bought with counterfeit money, will the
prayers of the innocent go unrewarded? When a middle-class individual is looked down upon
in the intoxication of wealth and insulted in front of his family, will it not be equivalent of adding
fuel to the ﬁre of hatred? When the stomach aches for bread, for how long one shall safeguard
his faith? Politics, economics, theology and system holders make false promises and these
promises have taken us to the point of ruin. In his classic poem “Hum Dekhein Gain”, Faiz
Ahmed Faiz declared,
Then, the dispossessed we; we,
Who kept the faith will be installed
To our inalienable legacy.
Every crown will be ﬂung.
Each throne brought down
(Translated by unknown)
Will this slogan be ever materialized? No prophet shall come to save or purify this land of Suﬁs.
Ordinary people, like you and me, have to rise with a new found slogan which is “Enough is
enough”.
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MANAHIL AHMAD
2nd Year

ARE EXAMS
NECESSARY?

Exams literally mean test of knowledge. Exams are only important when one's knowledge is to
be tested. Exams kill abilities and creativity of individuals. Two minds cannot be the same and
any parent with more than one child agrees with this claim. Through exams we cannot ﬁnd
their gifted thoughts. Children with different dreams, aims, goals and thoughts are given the
same exam as a test. Albert Einstein said, "Everybody is a genius but if you judge a ﬁsh by its
ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.” Many things have been
updated into their advanced form but no change is made in our system of education. It is an
indication that some educational malpractice is being followed. Crammed information is
forced into brain and then tested as an exam, this is not education, it is Bulimia. There is a huge
difference between two students, one who is smart and other who scores better. The way you
prove that one understands something is merely through a test. These days, standardized
tests are taken but the bubble in multiple choice questions is not the best way to determine
success. Multiple choice questions were introduced by J. Kelly in 1914 but he also said,
“These tests are too crude.”
Our examination system turns students into robots. Students are not getting prepared for the
future. Everyone is busy in getting an 'A' grade as if better 'A' determines product quality. We
must realize that a kid might not be a straight 'A' student but he may possess other faculties
that may make him successful. Jack Ma said, “We should not compete artiﬁcial intelligence
but instead focus on developing unique human intelligence.”
In exams we don't invent new things. We just tell what was already learned by others. Some
discoveries are made by the people who failed or were school/ college dropouts. There are
numerous examples, Albert Einstein, who won Nobel Prize and his name is synonymous with
genius, never did good at school. Wernher Von Braum failed in Maths twice who was
aerospace engineer and space architect. Steven Spielberg was rejected thrice by the
University of Southern California School of Cinematic Arts due to poor grades in high school.
Now, he owns three Oscar Awards. Ludwig Van Beethoven was a college dropout.
The cofounder of Apple, Bill Watterson, said,” Genius is never understood in its own time.”
Exams are only necessary to test how well a person memorizes a fact. Exams should not be a
written practice of cramming topics but a whole new way to learn and make their learning
useful in future. Exams test your memory but life tests your learning.

10
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SANIA FATIMA
2nd Year

THE CULT OF
BODY SHAMING

Body shaming means to humiliate someone for not having traditionally set expectations of a
perfect body. Body shaming has become so common that it is a culture now and it is not only
restricted to a city or a country but the whole world suffers from this malady. People think that
if somebody does not have an appearance approved by their beauty standards then it is their
right to body shame them, make fun of them, insult them and make them feel low in regard to
their self-esteem.
Body shaming has various forms. The ﬁrst form is when people humiliate others on their face.
The second form is speaking about their appearance behind their backs. Thus, discriminating
them for not being average.
The most common and easy target for people is fat shaming. Becky Escalator said, “If
shaming made people thin then there wouldn't be any fat people.” People discriminate others
for having some pounds more than them. They call them names. And, in some cases, people
make someone's identity as “Mota/moti” meaning fat. For example, they say “Do you
remember the fat person that worked with us.” Such sentences are so frequently used and
people don't even realize that they are doing something bad. They just ignore someone's
personality and discriminate them on the basis of their appearance. Wayne Dyer said,
“Judging a person does not deﬁne who they are. It deﬁnes who you are.”
People not only body shame others for being overweight. They body-shame others for not
having an average height. They say things like, 'I think you should buy clothes from kids
section.' They also body shame someone for being tall calling him/her 'a pole'. They make fun
of someone for being thin saying 'Hey skinny' or 'Please put on a little weight.' They will
humiliate someone and call him/her names for being dark. People always make fun of anyone
for being ordinary. They think they are superior to them for being average. Emma Stone
said,”Too fat, too skinny, too tall....too anything. There's a sense that we're all too something
and we're all not enough.”
In our society, women are always an easy target to body shame. There is a traditionally set
standard of beauty. And if someone does not come up to the standard, they are stabbed with
the arrows of sarcasm. These women are constantly being told that they are not good enough.
If a girl is plus sized she is constantly told that she is too fat to be ﬂattering. People don't even
realize that these taunts are also leading cause of eating disorders like Bulimia Nervosa and
Anorexia Nervosa in young girls. In fact, girls don't just simply decide to hate their bodies, we
teach them to.
If a girl is slimmer than average size, she becomes the victim of their lame jokes like “You might
ﬂy away with the wind.” And she has to face the attitude that she is a way too skinny to be
beautiful. And if someone is darker than others, they will constantly be realized of this
weakness as if those who are two shades lighter than her are heavenly beings. The result is
these girls use a lot of whitening creams. The sad part is women make fun of them more than
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men.
People might think that by humiliating an underweight or an overweight person they will
motivate them to get healthier but this is not the case. It might depress them. How can you
encourage people to take care of their body by telling them to hate it? People don't even
realize that due to their taunts and attitude someone might be starving himself/herself or
someone might be hurting his/her skin by using plenty of beauty products to become fair
complexioned.
We need to break these idols of traditionally set standards of beauty and perfection. We need
to make sure that we are not making fun of anyone and unknowingly, we are not body shaming
them and we are not making them insecure about themselves without even realizing it. We
should realize that everyone is beautiful the way they are.
We should start a campaign against false standards of beauty which are set by our society.
There should be no more body shaming. Big or small, short or tall...none of us is beautiful if we
tear each other down to build ourselves.

A wise man makes his own decisions, an ignorant man
follows public opinion.
Grantland Rice
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YUMNA
1st Year

WILD
FLOWER

When I opened my eyes, I was just a small ﬂower bud on a gentle tendril of a shrub. I saw all
sorts of trees __lush green, tall and small. I was born in a jungle.
I was hardly a day old when, in my sleep, I felt a gentle touch on my body. It was more
affectionate than a sun ray. A few seconds later, I heard the most melliﬂuous song ever. 'Was it
a dream?' I asked myself. The answer was, 'No! It was not.' I opened my eyes and I saw a
beautiful creature. She was beautiful than any other being. Her eyes were deeper and bluer
than the sky. She was wearing clothes made of rays of the golden sun. Her wings were
transparent and thin. Ah! Her elegance was beyond I could ever describe in words. I fell in love
with her at the moment I saw her. She kissed me softly on my forehead and turned me into a
red delicate ﬂower. She was the Flower Fairy. All the ﬂowers in the jungle were blooming
because of her delicate touch.
One day, a few hunters came into the jungle. There was a young boy with them. The cruel boy
leapt to catch the fairy and held her tightly in his coarse ﬁngers. Her wings broke off. The boy
threw her on the grass and let her die in pain. I was attached with my scrub and was not able to
help her. I saw my fairy god-mother die in front of my eyes. I saw the boy approaching me. This
gave me a shiver and I started crying. But the villain could neither hear my cries nor
understand how I felt. The young boy plucked me off, there was a wave of pain all over my
body. He took me to his house with him and left me all alone in his room. That was the most
painful day of my life, my love of life died and I was not able to help her.
The day passed and my beauty started fading away. My petals were no longer glowing and the
color was also not as rich as it used to be. I tried a lot to show that boy my inner beauty which
was still there but he was bored of me and my beauty. I lay there in the corner thinking about
the death day of Fairy Garden. My pain was nothing for me. But seeing the Fairy Garden losing
herself was painful. Her death showed me that all beauty and charm are nothing in front of
death. After death, she was granted an immortal life. Her beauty was now eternal.
Soon my beauty also faded away like hers and the boy threw me in trash. That was the last day
of my sufferings. I was also granted an undying life as now I am also part of Nature connected
with my Fairy Garden. Both of us are now living a life of freedom in heaven. God gave me back
all my glamour and fragrance. I am blooming happily. My Garden Fairy sings and dances in
front of my eyes. We are enjoying eternal happiness. Sometimes, I think of that hunter boy.
There are many boys here but none of them resembles that boy who brought us pain in the
world.
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SANIA FATIMA
2nd Year

SERENE

In the early 1960s, there was a village called Black Village situated in the Southern areas. It was
called Black because of its soil that was black in colour and was very fertile. Because of land
fertility, most of the inhabitants were farmers. As the area of the village was greater than its
population, the houses were far from each other. All people owned large area of land.
There lived a family that owned the largest part of land and was the richest family of the village
known as the Flare Family. Everyone wanted to be a member of this family. The Flare Family
had six children, ﬁve sons and only one daughter who was the youngest in the family. Their
eldest son was Matt Flare who was twenty years old. He was a college student and also
helped on the farm. He was studying to become a veterinarian so that he could look after the
animals on the farm. Then there was Zack Flare who was eighteen and worked on the farm. His
dream was to become a successful farmer like his parents. The third son, Harry was
seventeen. Then, there were George and Stanley aged ﬁfteen and fourteen respectively. All of
them not only studied but also looked after animals. All their family members were happy and
used to work together except the youngest daughter, Serene who was eight years old. She
always wanted to help in the farm like her brothers but they refused her each time telling her
that she was too young for all that. She disliked being treated like a child. One day she asked
her eldest brother, “Matt, can I help you with animals?” Matt said, “No dear, you are too young,
these animals may scare you.” He wore his overall and went off to work. She then asked Zack,
Zack! Do you need any help on the ﬁeld?
No young girl, you better go and do your homework, Zack replied.
But I am having summer vacation. Please let me help in work, said Serene.
Then play or do something else, replied Zack.
Serene went to Henry, George and Stanley who also disappointed her by saying,
"If you are bored then go and help mother in the kitchen. Farming is not a job for girls. Only
courageous people are ﬁt for it."
In the evening, when the whole family sat down for supper, Serene also joined them and
complained to her parents, “I want to help my brothers in work. I want to do what they do but
no one is willing to take me. They think I am too young for all this.” Her father said,” Is that so
boys? You guys should teach her how to do different chores. Start with the little things and she
will learn quickly.” Serene smiled and looked towards her brothers with a hope in her eyes. Her
brothers nodded to their father. Serene clearly understood that their attitude will not change.
Thinking of this she became sad. Her mother looked at her. She knew why she was sad. So,
she said to Serene,” I will take you to the farm with me tomorrow and we will work together.”
Serene smiled and got excited. Then she went to bed so she could wake up early to help her
mother in the farm.
The new sun rose and Serene woke up with an enthusiasm. She thought that this was her day
to work ﬁnally and feel like a grown up. She thought that would prove that she can also be
useful, she could also help. She got ready and went downstairs to see her mother and started
her new excited day. But then she saw that her mother had already left. She asked her brother,
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brother, “Henry, where is mother, she promised me that she would take me to the farm.” Henry
said,” Oh! She left early with Matt. One of the cows got really sick and she had to leave in
emergency.” Serene felt really sad. She tried to convince herself that it was alright but she felt
really hopeless. She thought that she was a burden on everyone. She sat on the doorway lost
in thoughts. Her brothers, George and Stanley were playing in the yard. She went to them and
asked,” Can I also play with you?” They said,” This game is for boys only and you are a little
girl. You will get hurt and start crying.” They laughed. That day also went by like other days,
she thought she was not able to do anything with her brothers or help her family. On the dinner
table, when her parents saw that Serene was silent and sad, they thought of something to
cheer her up. Her mother asked Matt,” Are you going for ﬁshing tomorrow?” Matt said, “Yes,
we are.” The father said,” I think you should also take Serene with you too.” Hearing this,
Serene's eyes lit up but before she could say anything, Stanley said, ”We can't take her. She
knows nothing. She will just be a burden on us.” Their mother defended Serene by saying,
“She won't do any such thing. She is a sensible girl. Stanley, you went ﬁshing with your
brothers when you were six. Serene is eight and bold.” George said,” We need to ride horses
to reach the lake and Serene does not even know how to ride.” Their father then said,” I am
sure Matt and Zack will help her learn.” The two brothers nodded with a smile.
After a few arguments, it was decided that Serene will go ﬁshing with her brothers the next
day. Serene's excitement was at its peak. She could not believe that she was ﬁnally allowed to
do something with her brothers. She has always been refused on terms that she was a girl or
too young for adventures. Finally, her time had come when she could actually show her talent
and prove her worth.
She woke up early in the morning. She became ready, packed her stuff and started off with her
brothers. Her brothers were not very happy to take her especially George and Stanley who
thought that they would have to take care of her all the time and she would be a nuisance for
them. They all had breakfast together and then went to the stable to take their horses. All of
Serene's brothers took their horses. Serene had to ride with her eldest brother Matt as she did
not know how to ride a horse. They started their journey and Serene's face was shining with
happiness. After a while, George said,”If Serene were not here then we would not have to ride
our horses at a snail's pace.”
Zack said,” You guys can take your horses with speed. We will meet you at the lake.” Henry,
George and Stanley gave a jerk to the bridle and went off with great speed. Serene asked,
“Why can't we go with speed?” Matt replied,” You don't know how to ride a horse and if our
horse will run you might lose your balance and fall.” This made her feel like a burden. She
thought that even though her brothers brought her with them but still she could not enjoy with
them.
After a while, she reached the lake and saw the other brothers setting up a spot to take rest. It
was the most beautiful view Serene had ever seen. A clean lake of blue water shining with
sunlight surrounded by gigantic green mountains. Her brother helped her getting down from
the horse. Henry told her, “We are going to get some worms for ﬁshing. You can stay here and
play on the grass but don't go into the lake as it is deep.” Serene asked,” Can I come with you
guys?” Henry laughed and said,” You will get scared of the worms and there is so much mud.
You'll slip on it.” Serene nodded. Henry pointed towards the direction of the forest beside the
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lake and said,” We are going there. We will be quick. In the meantime, you can collect some
pebbles if you want to.” Then all her brothers went away.
As they were collecting worms, Stanley slipped and fell into a large hole in the muddy area. As
George went near, he too fell into the hole. Henry, Zack and Matt tried to drag them out but they
also fell into the hole. They struggled to get out but could not. Time went by and Serene got
worried. She could no longer see her brothers on the other side of the lake. After waiting for a
while, she decided to go and look for them. As she went near the area, she shouted,”
Matt...Zack...are you guys here?” Matt shouted back, ”Serene! We are down here.” Serene
walked towards the voice. Suddenly, Matt said,” Don't come near. There is swamp. You will
also get stuck.” Serene and her brothers were clueless on what to do. Serene stood at a
distance, worried but immersed in thoughts as if she was thinking of an idea. She went back to
their horses. She removed the harness from one of the horses and tied them together to make
a long rope out of it. Then she went back to where her brothers were. She tied one end of the
rope with a strong tree and threw the other end into the hole where her brothers were trapped.
Serene said,” Climb up the rope. I've tied it to the tree.” Zack climbed up the rope and came
out of the hole. He tied the rope more tightly and all the other brothers came out.”
After coming out of the hole, all the brothers thanked Serene and they realized that their little
sister is all grown up and she can not only take care of herself but can also help others. They
realized that she was not a weak little girl. After that they went home. Serene and Matt also
rode the horse at a great speed because now they believed that Serene can take care of
herself.
The story of Serene's bravery and intelligence was told by all her brothers to their parents.
Everybody praised her for her intelligence. Serene was very happy. Next morning, Matt took
her to the barn yard and taught her how to treat animals. Zack also took her to the ﬁelds and
told her about seeds and harvesting. Henry, Zack and George also allowed Serene to play with
them and also helped Serene to learn their work and duty on the farm.
The incident opened the eyes of her brothers. They realized that everyone has his duty and
responsibility. No one should be discouraged and underestimated. Everyone should be given
an equal opportunity to learn so that he can discover his abilities.

Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising
up every time we fall.
Confucius
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EMMAN KAMRAN
2nd Year

MY SAPPED
SOUL

While standing in front of the mirror, looking at myself, noticing the changes I have gone
through and looking across my eyes, I can clearly observe my inner self. My soul, once an
adorable and glamorous one, is now tiresome and ruined. The glitters which were present
before have faded away.
The inner 'me' is looking at me with astonishing eyes, making attempts to ask me, 'Where is
the old 'Me'? The girl with splendid looks, a happy heart, naughty thoughts. Why have I
become so busy in worldly affairs and have no time for myself?' All such questions forced the
tears to trickle down my cheeks and it again asked where is the old 'Me'? I got no words to
console myself.
I've got nothing to say as if someone has sewn my lips and tongue together. This wasn't the
ﬁrst time being ashamed of my ruthless behavior. This was the story of every morning. When I
wake up and stand in front of myself, when my soul wants to escape from this fake costume,
but then I wipe my tears and again wear a fake smiling mask, and carry on these worldly affairs
as usual.

The soul has been given its own ears to hear things
mind does not understand.
Rumi
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FOR MY STUDENTS

MS. AMNA SIDDIQUE
Chemistry Deptt.

My students are my shining stars
My hope, my love and my precious owers
My students are in ways of dreams
Ways that lead to stars and moons
The untold, inexpressible lobe makes me able
To uphold their esteems
I know them well and wish them height of skies
I can see those oating fairies and beautiful queens
May be in future, they will fade in my eyes
But they will be in my thoughts
Never let your dreams go astray
Follow the road leading to success
Do the best and leave the rest
Besiege your destiny, achieve your goals
No doubt!!!
You will be the best of souls

SURRENDER
Close your eyes
Give your soul
Your heart
Mind and every inch of your being.
Hand it to the One __
The One
Who created you
Fashioned you, loved you.
Now let Him __
Heal you. Give you
Hold you and reform you.
End trying
And trying
And give Him, you.
Stop! Lose
The power
Possessions and emotions.
Shut the door,
The One world views.
And see Him
Opening the door,
You had long sewn.
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Yumna
1st Year

SOLDIER NO. 335139
To write upon him, how may I start?
Loyalty is the word uttered by my heart
A prisoner he was called, above conquerors he stands
A Ghazi he is...of land amongst sacred lands
Four decades of imprisonment and assumed dead
Tortures he endured and daily he bled
He suﬀered a lot but look at his heart!
Never did he let out a secret, not at any cost.
They hit him hard to force him say
'Speak against your country or you'll pay'.
'Long Live Pakistan'...he shouted with lion's roar
Each time, with all his strength, and angered them more
He is our hero, the valiant Sipahi Maqbool Hussain
His slogans of patriotism brought them pain.
How harsh it is! To stop his tongue to utter any word
They cut his tongue. Now no slogan could be heard.
Lo! With a bleeding tongue, he wrote on the walls
'Long Live Pakistan' and awed them all.
Declaring him mad they sent him back at last.
He was back to duty not knowing that forty years had passed
The commanders were awed, the soldier stood surprised
Sixty years old Maqbool saluted and smiled
Research was made and surprising it was
Standing before them, a legend he was
He passed away and I can't help but say
His loyalty is priceless; we can never repay
And loyalty whenever witnessed in this world
Reminds of Abbas, the ﬂag bearer of Hussain.
ARWA ARIF
1st Year
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A MOTHER'S PRAYER

LAIQUA RIZWAN
1st Year

Go, my daughter, the earth beckons,
Hear, my warrior, the oceans call,
Soar, my eagle, the sky is yours,
Rise like a phoenix and stand tall
Serve your country with zeal and zest
Face your enemies with a broad chest
Stand with your friends, shoulder to shoulder
But against your foes, like a boulder
Just rise after every fall
Guard your beacon, O' faithful soul
Stand upright, stay rm and tall
May Allah help you achieve your goal.

FACADE
When that facade of yours...
Falters,
And crumbles off your face
That once cherry smile
Arches down,
And those dry eyes
Run moist.
When silence is the only answer
To your 'whats' and 'whys'
All that you possess
Is a shaky frown
Well...You can let ow
Once in a while.
That happiness left behind....
Absolutely no trace
The path you chose....can't even alter
All the optimism. Suddenly,
Turns to darkness
Holding you in its lonesome embrace
What you wish for it
Is to be yet....another dream
But.... you know
This is your path
Because it all takes place
When that facade of yours
Fades.
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MANAHIL AHMED
2nd Year

MEMORIES

ALEEN QURESHI
2nd Year

When I sit in my bed I remember
Those crazy evenings of October
And sad moments of December
Nostalgic thoughts make me wither
My memories stay with me forever
When I stand across my window
I plunge in thoughts of last Summer
That walk in the rain and sound of thunder
When lightning in the sky made us wonder
God made all this for us to remember
There is good and so much of danger
My memories stay with me forever
And when I think of you, I make a prayer
One day you'll nd something rare
The talk in the garden we used to share
Was fragrant like these roses here
In my memories I carry you everywhere
My memories stay with me forever

THE SUNSHINE OF MY WORLD

WAREESHA MANAL
2nd Year

Your sweetness...I never forget
Your ignorance....I never forget
My way of love
Is Just Respect.
The sound of rain drops
Tell where you are
Kindness of your heart
Takes my whole world.
You are the sunshine of my world
Your sweetness, I never forget.

BULLETS

RIDA TARIQ
2nd Year

In a children park
A stray bullet comes
Despite there was peace.
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STARS OF SKY

WAREESHA MANAL
2nd Year

The star shining at night time
Tells....
Some cry at night time
Some enjoy at night time
Shining star on the stage of sky
Gives the reason of the sky.
Beauty of Nature!
The stars on sky!

THE SKY

SANIA FATIMA
2nd Year

How vast is the sky!
Nothing without it could y
It is beautiful even when we see it cry
It is home for the wandering cloud
When they are about to depart, it screams loud
And when the clouds are gone, it is still standing proud
The mighty Sun...no one but the sky accumulates
It never lets the beautiful Moon to be late
It keeps the secret of small stars... being so great
It has been utterly loyal to the Earth
It is by her side since birth
Protecting everything that has any bit of worth

BLESSINGS OF SLEEP
My eyes are heavy and mind is void
Bourne is abstruse and map is spoiled
My journey so long and shoes destroyed
In the universe of planets, me an asteroid
So, where to? Sir! Other than rest
By keeping eyes shut, I wanna be a droid
To dwell in the dream, I always poised
By sleeping at night, I keep which I avoid
A way to escape from all perplexed thoughts
Come to lullaby, quietly I voiced
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SYEDA ABEEDA ZAHRA
2nd Year

DARKNESS

SANAVESH RAZA

Let me stay where I am
The boundaries I want to escape
Are the boundaries of darkness
The darkness in my life destroys
Me from the deep
The boundaries I want to escape
Are the boundaries of darkness
The darkness in my life
Changed me completely
From a loquacious
To a reposed
As I heard that some problems
Are so disturbing that they change you
The darkness in my life is
Destroying me slowly
All transformation is good
But not when it destroys
Some new changes are coming
In my life someone is coming
Like a candle in the darkness
Welcoming someone is the best part
The candle is spreading light
In my life. These are the best days
The candle in my life
Has a great impact on me
My problems are becoming
Smaller and smaller
The darkness of my life
Is going far from me
Congrats to me and thanks to someone
The problems are coming to an end
The darkness of my life
Is coming to an end.
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LISTENING

TEHREEM NOOR
1st Year

I listen to the stillness of you,
My dear, among it all;
I feel your silence touch my words as I talk
And hold them in thrall
My words y off a forge
The length of a spark
I see the silence easily sip them
Up in the dark
The lark sings loud and glad
Yet I am not both
That silence should take the song and the bird
And lose them both
A train goes roaring South
The steam ag owing
I see the stealthy shadow of silence
Alongside going
And off the forge of the world
Whirling in the drought of life
Go myriad sparks of people, lling
The night with strife
Yet they never change the darkness
Nor blanch it

HOPE MY WISH COME TRUE
I have heard
After watching me alone
You got peace
You laugh
With your shining eyes
Your face also shines
Like red roses
So, why not I
Also weep to see you
Happier as I wished for!
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MUQADDAS BASHIR
2nd Year

UNTITLED

MUQADDAS IDREES
2nd Year

These tired and empty eyes
They remind me of the way you were there
I feel like I am dead,
But I am still alive
These tired eyes and blanked lips
They remind me of the way you cared
I feel like we are still together
But
It is just a dream
These tired eyes and hopeful thoughts
They remind me of the way you talked
I feel like I am so far away
Yet
So close to you

A NEW DAWN IS WAITING FOR YOU

MUQADDAS BASHIR
2nd Year

Come on! Get up, you can do
A new dawn is waiting for you
Don't be afraid, it's all up to you
Chances are more, problems are few
Try, try again because it's not the end
Do your best whatever you can
Work hard, success is near
This is all what you can bear
A new dawn is waiting for you
Start anew, you can hear
All is well, see it's clear
Another chance you can get
Trust me, everything is in hold, I bet
Never lose hope and see what's new
You have the way to enjoy this view
A new dawn is waiting for you
Be courageous and condent
What God does is benecial
Keep going with passions rm
You'll succeed, it is conrmed
Come, get up, you can do
A new dawn is waiting for you
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BE MOTIVATED
When the rain falls gradually,
And seems dropping down…
Placed on earth being honoured,
Fitting on like a crown…
It stands literally onerous,
To hide in the core of heart,
When the both really belong,
From two different grounds.
If you have endeavoured a lot
Then how could all be vain,
Will one day bear some fruit,
My child don't get a frown…
How much the obstacles are!
Be resolute to confront all,
It can't be procrastinated,
The stage is not being clown…
When life is hitting hard,
Never take it on your heart,
It's just a mere feeling,
Like you are getting down…
Let your thoughts get high
For a visitation of sky,
Be unbound like a breath,
Not a body that is bound…
Feels like a tranquil home,
And pondering like a roam,
The spiritual vibes start,
Intensely whirling around…
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MS. MISBAH RASHEED
Chemistry Deptt.

BABA!

MARYAM ABBASI
1st Year

Baba! You are getting old, but
the desires I hold
Make you bold.
Baba! Alone I am nothing, but
with you on my side
I feel great.
Baba! You are the sun, and
You burn
And make me shine.
May the Divine nger keep us combined
as you are my lifeline.

AFFECTIONS

MAHNOOR HASSAN
1st Year

Stepping on a slippery grass
Makes me feel free.
Looking at the open sky
Give me serenity.
Glancing at my life;
Is usually a wrath to behold,
A life difcult
A life easy
A life depressing
A life breezy
No matter how it is
I live it freely

A LONG TIME PASSED

MUQADDAS BASHIR
2nd Year

A long time passed
I don't know how he is
A long time passed, leaving me
I don't know with whom he ghts
The bitter talks he alone faces
And in rainy days walked without umbrella
He shares his secrets with himself
A long time passed
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KASHMIR-THE FORGOTTEN LAND
Chinaars aame,
Snow ablaze,
Honor at stake,
Liberty is chained.
Batons wave,
Pellets rain,
Ah! The ruthless pain.
Lush meadows
Are now graves.
Heaven on earth
Is like a erce jail.
Spring does not bloom
Autumn cries in gloom
Winter's glory is already dead.
It's a forgotten land
With the season of blood.
Why are asleep who talk of humanity?
Have shut their eyes to wild insanity!
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MS. ASMA GHULAM
English Deptt.

BLACKOUT
POETRY
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CHILL
PILLS
One day a man went to an auction to bid on a parrot. He kept getting
outbid, so he bid higher and higher. Finally, after he bid away more than
he intended, he won the bid- the parrot was his at last!
As he was paying for the parrot, he said to the auctioneer, “I sure hope this
parrot can talk. I would hate to have paid this much for it, only to nd out
that he can't talk!”
“Don't worry.” said the auctioneer, “He can talk. Who do you think kept
bidding against you?”

Boy 1:

Name 7 animals living in water.

Boy 2:

1 frog.

Boy 1:

Correct, other six?

Boy 2:

Frog's sister, brother, father, mother,
grandmother and grandfather.

An old grandma brings a bus driver a bag of peanuts every day.
First the bus driver enjoyed the peanuts but after a week of eating them
he asked: "Please granny, don't bring me peanuts anymore. Have them
yourself.”
The granny answers: "You know, I don't have teeth anymore. I just prefer
to suck the chocolate around them."
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One company owner asks another: “Tell me, Bill, how come your
employees are always on time in the mornings?”
Bill replies: “Easy. 30 employees and 20 parking spaces.”

I have a very good feeling about my job interview today. The
manager said they were looking for somebody responsible.
“You've found your man,” I responded, “whenever there was
a problem in my last job, they always said that I was
responsible!”

A man well into his seventies asks his wife: "Mary, doesn't it make
you sad when you see me running after those young girls
sometimes?”
"Not in the least, Peter,” replies Mary, “our dog chases cars all the
time and there's also no chance he could manage to drive one!"

Cute little bunny walks into a pharmacy and asks if they have carrot ice cream.
“No. This is a pharmacy. We don't sell ice cream.”
Bunny leaves. But it comes back the next day and again asks, “Do you have
carrot ice cream?”
“No, Bunny! This is a pharmacy. We don't sell ice cream!”
Bunny leaves – but comes again the next day. And the next day, and so on,
until after about two weeks, the pharmacist personally gets carrot ice cream for
the next time the bunny comes.
The bunny does come, and again asks, “Do you have carrot ice cream?”
“Today, Bunny, today we do!” smiles the pharmacist.
The bunny says: “Well then don't eat it. It tastes horrible!”
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ART WORK
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